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01.  
She was unfurling the abridged  
edition of her life story into the back of my neck  
as I started a slow motion crawl  
toward the exit sign. 
  
There is something about the sound of a secret- 
Like an errant dog on a sidewalk given some German command  
or a two year old on a Winnie the Pooh themed childleash.  
On the street below me there are both of these things:   
 
Two gentrified street fighters holding secrets  
that they can't articulate with words or silences.   
Its all crying cul-de-sac noise 
 
In the secret there is something stronger  
than the pull of a red exit sign and $58 in cash.   
Maybe it's curiosity  
or maybe it's the way someone can look at you  
after being alone in a Barnes and Noble basement  
for 7 hours with nothing but a phone radio 
set to some station in New Jersey.  
 
Something like telling a stranger  
that your sister went to New York to be a model  
but wound up dead before her institutionalized mother  
Something like,  
 
'But hey, that doesn't mean you shouldnʼt still follow your dreams. I hear New 
York isn't bad in the spring.'  
 
I wanted to be as good and honest  
as the 25-cent philosophy sliding  
across the bookstore counter.   
Even though I am just another fleeting thing  
that the universe machine spits out,  
I didn't want to be a failed transmission.   
 
Now, here on a second story condo,  
from the floor on my back facing upwards  
I can hear something creaking  
The door swings on a hinge like its expecting company  
 
I lay here on a spring board waiting  



to get a forehead tattoo  
and launch myself into the railways of a stranger. 
Commuter train bodies crashing into each other gracefully.   
That suspended gravity orchestra  
of new flesh and laughter and the long awaited culmination  
of all the horny texts in my back pocket.  
 
Sink like a stillborn in the pit of my chest  
but turn slowly to life between my rib cage  
don't be just another dead thing inside  
Marry me on my 20th birthday  
under a bridge with the rush hour traffic as our witness.  



02. 
Overestimate the amount of steps on 
the staircase to your childhood home  
Feel your foot fall through  
what you think is the last step. 
 
On the floor in the dark  
With your sticky back against the honey of the carpet  
The pull of your shirt getting caught on some sinking feeling 
Like missed and missteps  
You donʼt like being sad  
but you have to be something.  
 
I am _______ ________ 
I am changing my name to a plural season.  
 
As a personal favor between friends,  
stub my toe on a wooden coffee table  
and just smile at me  
while a scream into your face.   
 



03. 
I think there is a war in your bones 
 
I will 'jam out' to the soundtrack  
of your skull smashing into a fogged car window 
I will 'jam out' to your body  
deep into the guts of me 
My CD player is broken  
and skips over my favorite songs 
 
I will text you in traffic  
and miss the sound of your voice  
in an accidental voicemail 
 
The rain Eskimo kisses the windshield 
The Virginia climate isn't politically correct  
and I will burn out slowly  
in its sometimes snow.  
 
I don't care-  
I'll sleep in until noon  
and have nightmares of you 
 
I love you I'm gonna write that down in this poem 
I love you I'm gonna write it again 
Grafitti it onto the soles of every shoe in every  
major department store.  
 
These are the things I need you to do:  
Write love down the isles of a dimly lit shopping mall  
in middle America.  
 
Rip out my spleen  
watch it drip lime green in your hands 
Throw my body into the Grand Canyon  
so it will be closer to where you are 
 
Don't sleep 
Think of me in your insomnia 
 



04. 
Sitting outside on the stair railing shouting compliments at strangers:  
 
YOU LOOK GREAT AT MIDNIGHT 
I HOPE YOU AND YOUR WIFE ARE HAPPY  
FOR A LONG TIME  
UNTIL YOU DIE.  
 
YOUR DOG SEEMS POLITE. 
 
Brush your feet lightly  
against the suburban street.  
There is not enough force behind your midnight  
stroll to kick gravel into gravel 
but you are almost tall enough to touch  
the ground with your heels. 
You have been stretching out for 20 years;  
for a long time if not forever.  
Youʼre gonna be older tomorrow.  
 
Kick gravel over onto gravel.  
Itʼs all buried in the backyard somewhere.  
 
There was one night, at the local mall,  
When I sat on a bench next to my best friend 
And confused the round glow of eight streetlamps  
for eight full moons. 



05. 
I sat on a treadmill and just stared at a sweaty bro 
I wanted to catch his eye just to make him feel uncomfortable 
I wanted someone else to feel uncomfortable/bad 
 
On Wednesday: 
Overwhelming urge to smash limp hands with rubber mallets 
The dean of whatever kept talking about my 'mental health' while winking at me 
her face was cracked into a permanent smile as she encouraged me to find my 
happiness in a McDonalds 
She held out her hand limp and loose and i grasped it unsure of whether to move 
my hand up and down in the semblance of a handshake of just hold her hand in 
my hand as she continued to wink at me 
I moved my hand up and down with her hand inside of mine while feeling dumb  
 
On Halloween night: 
This is _____ 
This is _____ 
We shook hands like we had never touched before. 
Foreign meat parts mashing blackout drunk. 
 
Today my mother asked me: 
'If your dad died today would you go to the funeral?' 
I said 'I think so' 
She said she wouldn't go 
She stood with her lips pursed in a hospital room and commented on the 'dollar 
store' brand hand sanitizer 
She opened the blinds like she was in a familiar place. 



06.  
In a room that faces southwest  
there are no stars from the window.  
The good chi rises against the brick frame  
and falls on a lone tree  
with the body mass of a paper clip.  
 
A peacock tail in the cornfields-   
The tree fans out to impress  
the crops in the field over.  
The corn remains unmoving and unimpressed.  
 
I have fallen in love with the light pollution shimmer.  
I stuck my face into the mesh window screen.  
The weather was a-seasonal against my cheek  
 
and the church channel lit blue behind me.  



07.  
That night my body mass was a burning bar  
tribute to Dionysus and  
alleyway activists begging for change.  
The 2am throws around young,  
pretty girls like copper gutter pennies.  
There are millions finding company  
with warm PBRs and ʻdudes in bandsʼ  
There are millions more donning  
ʻgoing out shirtsʼ and speaking party handles.  
There are millions more…  
bubbling blood alcohol level  
I was just one of the gutter pennies  
writing poetry about being golden.  
 
The 2am loops familiar pops songs  
that I used to know the words to. 
 
I mouth them silently like I still remember.  
I was speaking green light into everything that moved: 
  
Meeting for coffee at 2 am 
The looks like hot cider in the summertime 
The wind and how it laps the side of your face like a wet dog 
Touching knees on a brick wall 
The hummingbirds lodged in your throat 
The orchestra of your friends and your choir of stomach butterflies  
The rooftop 
The unlocked door to your college dorm room  
The crushed cans against crushed bodies  
The white noise  
The grimaces  
The scissors  
The failures  
The fantastic failures! 
 
Let it all drip cheap black spray paint  
drip into the road  
and disappear.  
 
Just get drunk  
and think about sober living. 
 
Sober up and think  



about the drunk tumbling 
of kisses to eyelids  
and the first morning you woke up  
without them. 
 
Your arms are learning  
to be letting go machines 
Your body is no longer  
a turnstile for constant returns 
into that one-time summer. 
 
Greet your favorite memories in the winter.  
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  


